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METHOD OF BEGULATING THE OPERATION OF STEAM GENERATORS 

Application ?led September 29, 1928, Serial No. ‘138,493, and in Germany October 12, ‘1925. 

My invention relates to a novel arrange 
ment for regulating the operation of steam 
generators particularly high pressure‘ steam 
plants, which permits the entirely automatic 
operation of the plant, without human at 
tendance. 

Arrangements are known in the art in 
which the steam pressure is used for exerting 
a controlling effect, whereby in some instances 
not the pressure in the boiler itself is used 
for initiating the regulating movements, but 
the pressure of the steam at the output side 
of'the superheater. Thereby the'steam pres 
sure is somewhat in?uenced by the steam 
consumption. This in?uence of the steam 
consumption upon the pressure is dependent 
upon the steam consumption at a square ratio 
and varies in every plant,-so that under these 
conditions the simple and reliable regula 
tion of the plant, especially in case of high 
ressure steam plants, is reatly impaired. 
his quadratic ratio has t e effect that the 

in?uence of the steam consumption at a low 
consumption rate does not exert itself at all, 
and at a high rate of consumption it mani 
fests itself to an exaggerated extent. If it 
is desired to have a reliable control, it be 
comes necessary to combine the in?uence ex 
erted b the steam consumption with that 
exerted y the steam pressure in a linear way. 
Accordingly, the pressure responsive means 
must operate per se independent from the 
steam consumption indicator, and both, while 
operating independently of each other, must 
be coupled for the control purpose in such 
manner that the control paths for these 
values may also be in?uenced by additional 
variable conditions of the plant, such as, for 
instance, by the carbon monoxide or carbon 
dioxide contents of the fuel gases, or by the 
temperature of the steam or of the fuel gases, 
or of the combustion air, or of the boiler 
walls, or the like. 
The steam consumption in ' this case may 

be measured by the pressure drop in the serv 

ice pipe supplying the consumers, or still 
better at a special point in the service pipe at 
which, for instance, a Venturi tube or a throt 
tle disc or the like may be located. By these 
provisions a regulation apparatus of the same 
design may become ap licable to steam gen 
erators of various kinds and sizes. 
There are also arrangements known in 

50 

which the pressure drop of the combustion‘ ' 
air in the'heating ?ues may be made use of 
for exerting a control. Such anexpedient, 

55 

however, requires on account of the small - 
differences in pressure prevailing in these 
?nes, extremely sensitive measuring instru 
ments which are very expensive and extreme 
1y delicate. 
According to my invention I propose to 

vary primarily the airsupply, together with 
the fuel supply, in dependency from the 
steam consumption and pressure at a linear 
ratio. It would be possible, however, that 
such a regulation might be disturbed by un 
controllable in?uences, and that it would not 
always result in the most economical fuel 
consumption at the most favorable carbon 
dioxide content in the fuel gases. Therefore, 
according to the present invention, if nec-. 
essary, the control of the air supply is to 
be additionally influenced by the carbon 
dioxide and carbon monoxide content in such 
manner that the carbon dioxide content of 
the ?ue gases is kept as nearly constaht as 
possible, and that the formation of carbon 
monoxide‘ is avoided as much as possible. 
However, also, other ‘variable conditions of 
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the plant, such as the temperature of the ‘ 
steam, of the fuel gases, of the combustion 
air, and also the temperature of the tube 
walls of the heater, and other similar va 
riables, may be enlisted as adjuncts for cor 
recting the regulation. 
I have illustrated in the accompanying 

drawings, and described in more or less dia 
rammatic formation, a form in which my 

invention may be reduced to practice, and in 90. 
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which the individual effects are transmitted 
and coupled mechanically. 
In these drawings- _ 
Fig. 1 represents a general diagrammatic 

layout illustrating the cooperation of the 
levers and links coupling the operations of the 
different measuring elements; 
F i . 2 represents a detail showing a turn 

buckle by which the control rods for the 
fuel and air supply can be lengthened or 
shortened automatically; ' 

Fig. 3 represents in larger scale, and more 
detailed, a device for utilizing the variations 
of the steam pressure and steam consump 
tion for the control purposes; ' 

Fig. 4 represents a side elevation in larger 
scale of a device for shifting the control de 
vice froni its setting from ?ring-up to a con 
tinuous operation of the plant; 

Fig. 5 represents a transverse section 
through Figure 4 on the line 5—5; 

Fig. 6 represents an arrangement for elec' 
tricallytransmitting the control effects; 

Fig. 7 represents an arrangement for tem 
porarily removing the automatic control and 
substituting it by hand operation; 

Fig. 8 represents an arangement for ad~ 
justing the in?uence exerted by the steam 
consumption and steam pressure upon the 
fuel and air supply; _ 

Fig. 9 represents a modi?cation of the in 
vention in so far as electric transmitting de 
vices are used instead of mechanical devices, 
as shown in Figure 1; and _ 

Fig. 10 represents an assembly of the dif 
ferent individual regulating devices in the 
manner in which they’ would be used in a 
practical steam plant. _ 
The variation of the steam consumption 

and of the pressure are made use of within 
certain limits for exerting a controlling or 
regulating effect. For the steam consump 
tion a range including the minimum and max 
imum consumption 18 used. ‘Vith this dif 
ference in consumption corresponds a cer-_ 
tain path V which the instrument traverses. 
For the response to pressure variation, the 
range including the lowest practically admis 
sible pressure and the highest pressure con 
sistent with safety is used, with which cor 
responds an indication range of the instru 
ment e ual to the path D. 
The (fundamental layout, represented in 

Figure 1, is shown reduced to a practical form 
. in the general layout of the steam plant, in 
Figure 10. Referring to the latter ?gure, the 
steam generator plant consists of a super 
heater 100, of a superheater 101, and of a 
vessel 102, in which the steam is generated. 
As fuel, owedered coal is assumed, which 
is injected) through a nozzle 103. The coal is 
supplied to the nozzle by a conduit 104, 
which can be controlled by means of a, valve 
105. A duct 106, through which the oombus~ 

66 tion air is supplied, may be controlled by 
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means of a valve 107. The superheater 101 
consists of a tubular coil to which the satul 
rated steam generated in vessel 102 is supplied 
by means of a conduit 108. The steam super 
heated in this coil partly passes throu h a 
valve 109 into service pipe 110, from w ich 
the consuming devices have been omitted. 
The other portion of the superheated steam, 
passes through valve 111 into conduit 112, 
through which it is conducted into the steam 
generator 102, in which it transfers its heat 
to the water contents of the generator, 
through which constantly new steam is 
generated. Such a method of steam gener 
ation is very well ?tted for operating at high 
steam pressures. The circulation of the 
steam between the superheater 101 and the 
generator 102 is brought about by means of 
transfer pump 113. From conduit 110 a 
pipe line 116 leads into a cylinder 16 in 
‘which the steam pressure exerts itself through 
its condensate upon a piston 17 of a pres 
sure responsive device. The cylinder and the 
plunger are illustrated in detail in Figure 3. 
To the iston 17 is connected a piston rod 

117 to which is splined a gear wheel 33. The 
upper end of piston‘rod 117 is spherically 
shaped and abuts against lever 20, which is 
pivotally attached at one end to a link 21 
ivoted at its lower end to cylinder 16, which 

in this respect represents a ?xed point. A 
spring 19 resting at its lower end upon a 
?xed support, presses with its upper end 
through a step ball bearing 118 against a disk 
118“ ?xed to piston rod 117, tending to move 
the piston rod upward against lever 20. 
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Gear wheel 33 meshes with a pinion 119 by ' 
which the plunger 17 is constantly rotated 
at a moderate speed in order to reduce in 
well-known manner to a minimum the fric 
tional resistance offered against its longitudi 
nal movement. Pinion 119 may be driven 
from any suitable motor. In particular, it 
may be driven from the same motor which 
drives the transfer pum 113, because this 
pump is uninterruptedly in operation so long 
as the steam generator is in operation. 
A weight 18, which is attached to one end 

of a double armed lever-18‘, produces by the 
other arm of this lever a constant counter 

105 

pressure against the medium operating in ' 
cylinder 16 against plunger 17. Only when 
‘the steam pressure overcomes this counter 
pressure can it exert its controlling in?uence 
upon the automatic regulating device. The 
excess steam pressure exerted in cylinder 16 
is counteracted by spring 19, vwhose compres 
sion is denoted by the indicating path D (see 
also Figures 1 and 3), such that the point a 
of lever 20 traverses the path D, the length 
of the path traversed in each case correspond 
ing with the prevailing steam pressure. 

rom the service main 110 are further 
branched two pipes'114 and 115, which lead 
respectively to pressure cylinders 23 and 22. 
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In these cylinders are disposed respectively 
plungers 25 and 24, whose detail construc 
tion is shown more fully in Figure 3. These 
plungers serve for measuring the 'di?'eren 
tial pressure for the purpose of. ascertaining 
the steam consumption or rate of ?ow. The 
differential pressure is transferred ‘by rods, 
links and levers 26, 27, 28, 29 and 30 to a 
double-armed lever 31, at one arm of which 
is attached the operating bar 30 and a weight 
32 which counterbalances the differential 
pressure existing at the time, and to the other 
arm of which is attached at the point I) a regu 
lating lever 1. By the throw of lever 31 the 
total steam. consumption V is measured. The ' 
links 29 and 30, which are pivotally joined 
at 34 in a roller, operate sothat this roller 
rolls off on a stationary curved abutment 35. 
By the lever‘and link arrangement 27, 28, 29 
and 31 the differential pressure which varies 
with the square of the steam consumption, is 
"transformed into a linear value represented 
'bythe path V at the point I; of regulating 
lever 1. 
Such a transformation from a quadratic > 

indication into a linear indication may, of 
course, be brought about by other devices of ' 
similar character such as by lever arrange 
ments or by electrlc or hydraulic transmls 
sion. 1 4 

The total regulating eiiect is derived at the‘ 
point a andis further transmitted by means 

' of link 2. The piston rod'26 which carries 

35 

the two plungers 24. and 25, should prefer 
ably also be rotated from pinion 119 through 

_ a gear wheel 120, keyed to the piston rod, in 
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order to reduce the frictional losses and re-' 
sistances o?'ered against their, longitudinal 
movement. 
In the service pipe 110 is further provided 

a temperature responsive device 121 which 
electrically aifects servo-motor 122 'in such 
manner that the latter will adjust nut 123, 
threaded on shaft 124,‘ so that the position of 
nut 123 varies with the temperature U in' 
service pipe 110, and so thateach position of 
the nut corresponds with a-certain tempera 
ture. A similar temperatureumeasuring de 
vice 125 is inserted in steam conduit 112. It 
controls servo-motor 126, which in similar 
manner adjusts the nut 128 threaded on to_ 
its shaft 127 in accordance with the tempera 

‘ ture U’, existing in conduit 112. In conduit 
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v112, a second temperature measuring device 
129 is provided, which ‘controls a motor 130, 
which adjusts a nut 131, threaded on to its 
shaft, and which is also positioned by its 
motor in accordance‘ with temperature U’. 
A further temperature measu-ring'device 132 
is provided in the middle ‘of the ‘fsuperheater 
coil 101. This device controls a motor 133, 
which adjusts by means of its threaded shaft 
134 a nut 135, so that its varying positions 
correspond respectively with varying tem~ 

23E 

' peratures U" prevailing in the middle of the“; 
superheater 101. _ _- _ 

The chemical composition of the ?ue gases 
is measured b two ?ue gas indicators 136 . 
and 137. The mdicator 136 measures the con- ‘ 
tents of carbon dioxide. It controls a servo 
motor 139 with which it is connected by line 
wires, the motor, in a manner similar to that 
described with reference to-the ‘other servo 
rmotors, adjusting a nut '140 ‘threaded on to ' 
its shaft such that each position of the nut 
corresponds with a certain percentage of car 

to 
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bon dioxide content in the flue gases. The - 
arrangement is such that nut 140 travels in 
the direotion'of the arrow m when the car 
bon dioxide contents rises. Flue gas indi 
cator 137 measures the carbon monoxide con-, 
‘tent of the ?ue gases. It controls in a simi~ 
lar manner motor_'141 with which it is con 
nected by line wires 142. Motor 141 adjusts, 85 
by means of its threaded spindle, nut 144 in I _ 
such manner that the latter travels in the di 
rection of the arrow n at increasing carbon 
monoxide content. ' . . 

Point (1. of lever 20, in the upper portion 
of Figure 10, which is adjusted in accordance 
with the steam pressure, and point I) of lever 
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31, which is adjusted in accordance withthe . 
steam consumption, are coupled'together by 
means of lever 1 linked to the respective ele 
ments on which these two points are located. 
This lever 1 is slotted, and in this slot the end 
‘0 of a bar is disposed and made adjustable by ‘ 
hand. _When the pressure or the steam con 
sumption varies, this bar 2 is operated with 
lever. 1. Bar 2 is pivotally attached at the 
point d to a one-armed lever 3, ,ivoted at a 
?xed point e. ~.In a slotted portion f is dis 
posed the end of link 4, so that it can be ad 
justed by hand, another link 36 being pivot 
ally attached at g to link 4. The other end 
of link 36 is pivotally attachedat g’ to a bar 
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13, which in turn is attached at its upper end _ 
vat t to a coupling bar 14, which couples the 
nuts 131 and 135, adjusted respectively by‘ 
motors 130 and 133, as previously described. 
The coupling points of bar 14 with the nuts 
are respectively 1) and 'w. So long as point ' 
9’ remains stationary, and when link 4 is‘ 
moved in vertical direction, link 36 swings 
on pivot g’. This latter pivot, by reason of 
the previously described construction, is how 
ever ?oating, varying in vertical ‘direction in 
accordance with the temperatures U” and U’ 
measured respectively at the middle and at 
the end of the superheater. Vertical bar 13 
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is guided at 37, so that it only moves in the 
direction of its longitudinal axis. . 
On line 36, suspended on bar 13, and link 

4, is disposed a sliding sleevev 38, which is 
provided with trunnions, to which is pivot 
ally attached rod 5 (see Figures 4 and 5). - 
By means of the frame 39, in which the trun 
nions of slide 38 are disposed, the slide can . 
be moved to the left and right on link 36.‘ 130 
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' turn are journalled at 41. 

4 

For this purpose, frame 39 is provided with 
two guide rods 40, one at each end, which in 

The slide 38 might 
be shifted to the extreme left-hand position 
near the point 9, or to the extreme right 
hand position near point g’ (this represents 
respectively the control of the device during 
the continuous o eration of the plant or the 
control of the evice during the ?ring-up 
period). 

Sleeve 38 of link 36 is in turn attached by 
means of rod 5 to a vertical rod 6. The lat 
ter is guiding at its upper and lower end in 
?xedxguides, and carries a rack bar engag 
ing pinion 49. The length of rod 6 can be . 
varied by means of a turn buckle i, which 
can be rotated by means of the pair of gear 
wheels 15 and 15’. When rod 6 performs a 
vertical motion, thereby rotating pinion 49, 
the latter drives b means of a coupling 50 
a shaft 51, to whic is keyed a pinion 52 and 
a hand wheel 54, as shown‘in etail in Fig 
ure 7. Pinion 52 operates a rack bar 53, 
which is attached to the slide valve 105, pro 
vided in the fuel supply duct 104. When the 
hand wheel is pulled in the ‘direction of its 
shaft 51 to the right, the coupling 50 is dis 
engaged. To rack bar 51 is pivotally at 
tached a lever 11, which in?uences a valve 
146, attached at p to lever 11, and disposed in 
the feed water sup ly line connected to feed 
water ump 147. Tf the coupling is released 
by pulling out the hand wheel, as described 
hereinbefore, the amount of fuel su plied 
through duct 104 can now be control ed by 
hand. The extent to which the manual or 
the automatic control has taken effect, may 
be indicated by the hands 56 and 55 respec 
tively, such that in case of manual opera 
tion only the pointer 56 is visible from the 
outside, while in case of automatic opera 
tion, a lamp' 57 may be li hted (by means not 
shown here) through w ich the shadow of 
pointer 55 becomes visible on the frosted 
glass 58 which may be provided with gradu 
ations. 
The end h of link 5 has pivotally attached 

to it a lever 7, which is linked at its end I,‘ 
by means of a link 10, to the point 0 of a hori 
zontal bar 9, which latter connects the two 

‘ traveling nuts 140 and 143. The position of 
point 0 is thus determined by the amount of 
carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide con 
tent in the ?ue gases. At the point it of le~ 
ver 7, is pivotally attached a control rod 8, 

» whose len 11 can be, varied by means of a 

60 

turn buck e z", and the lower end of which 
rod is attached to a gate valve 107, provided 
in combustion air suppl duct 106. If de 
sired, turn buckle i’ mig t be automatically 
operated in a manner similar to that de 

.~ scribed with reference to turn buckle z‘. 

65 
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I At the junction point d between vertical 
link 2 and lever 3, previously mentioned, an 
other lever 12 is pivotally attached which 
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has its fulcrum at the point g, which is part 
of the traveling nut 128 operated by motor 
126 in accordance with the temperature con, 
ditions in conduit 112. Thus, a ?oating ful 
crum for this lever is established. The point 
of application of the lever is in a slot in 
which the control rod of a steam gate valve 
148 is attached. Thus the position of the 
point r at any time is determined by the po 
sition of point d, which depends upon the 
steam pressure and consumption, and is de 
termined also by the position of the point 9 
which de ends upon the temperautre U’ of 
the super eated steam. 
The devices and arrangements for measur 

ing and utilizing the steam ressure and con 
sumption, described hereina ove, may be uti~ 
lized to a articular advantage for measur 
ing the weight of the steam passin into the 
service line 110 for consumption. 11 Figure 
10 is illustrated a mechanical indicating ar 
rangement suited for this purpose and which 
includes levers 62, 63, 64 65, 66 and 69. 
These elements, correspondingly numbered, 
will be found in the general layout of Figure 
1, from which the in?uence of this arrange 
ment upon the system may be clearly ascer 
tained. At the intermediate point 1: of lever 
62, which is connected at one end with the 
point a of the pressure measuring device, and 
at the other end to the point g’ which is lo 
cated at the traveling nut 123 of the temper 
ature measuring device 121, a link 63 is pivot 
ally attached, which in turn 0 erates bell 
crank 64, and the latter throug push rod 
65 operates a slide 66, which can be horizon 
tally shifted in its bearings 67 and 68. This 
slide has a downward extension in the form 
of a frame provided with two vertical slots 
70 (see more detailed Figure 1), in which 
the pins b’ of a sleeve 70' are disposed. This 
sleeve slides on lever 69 of the pressure re 
sponsive device, previously described. By 
this arran ement, the steam consumption is 
indicated ytthe position of the point b’ in 
kilogram a er the indication has been cor 
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;rected percentually and linearly with respect 7. Y 
‘to the varyin pressure and temperature con 
ditions. Suc an indication is correct be 
cause with fallin steam pressure and rising 
temperature of t e su rheated steam, the 
ratio at which the motion of point I; of the 
steam consumption indicator is transmitted 
to the point 5' is diminished. 

In certain cases, if desired, also an appara 
tus may be used for measuring the actual 
quantity of the consumed steam, for the pur 
pose of measuring it in kilogram, with the 
correction by the pressure and temperature 
res onsive device. 

or instance, for the purpose of explana 
tion, if it is assumed that the steam consump 
tion at constant pressure rises in accordance 
with the arrow 2 (Figure 1), lever 1 rises, 
and through the cooperation with the levers 
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and rods 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and the geared cou 
plings 49, 50, 51, 52 and 53, which in Figure 
10 appear in the lower central portion, the 
fuel supply is increased in the direction of 
the arrow B by opening the gate 105 of the 
fuel supply duct. The effect is similar if at 
constant steam consumption the pressure 
drops. In all cases, simultaneously with the 
variation in fuel supply, the quantity of com 
bustion air is increased in the direction of the 
arrow L by the operation of lever 7 and ver 
tical movement of rod 8, vwhich controls the 
gate of air valve 107. 
For the purpose of further explanation of 

the function of this device, so far described, 
under what will be termed hereafter in the, 
claims the “varying operating conditions of 
the plant”, the following two main variations 
in the operating conditions are assumed, and 
the functions of'the device are traced. 

I. Falling pressure in the steam main and 
increasing steam ?ow: Point 7) moves up 
ward, point a moves upward. " " 
As a result, the fuel valve 105, the air valve 

107, the steam circulating valve 148, and the 
feed water valve 146 open. As a consequence, 
the amount of steam circulation through 108, 
101, 112 increases and’ more steam becomes 
available for the service main. 

II. Increasing pressure in the steam main 
and decreasing steam ?ow: Point I) moves 
downward, point a moves downward. 
The result is the downward (closing 

movement) of fuel valve 105, air valve 107, 
steam circulating valve 148, and feed water 
valve 146. The decreasing steam tempera 
ture at 125 closes valve 148, and less steam 
is supplied to the steam main. 
In case the aid of the composition of the 

flue gases is enlisted for controlling the fuel 
consumption—for instance, by abstracting 
them from the ?ue and mixing them with the‘ 
combustion air—"also the amount of this ?ue 

' gas is varied simultaneously with the varia 
45 tion of the’ combustion air. The extent to 

which 'air gate 107 is in?uenced is, besides, 
determined also‘by the carbon monoxide and 
dioxide content of the flue gases. With in 
creasing monoxide and dioxide content, the 
traveling nuts 140 and 143 rise in the direc 
tion of the arrows m and n. vWhen this oc 

: curs, lever 9 lifts link 10 and brings about by 

55 
' carbon dioxide content exerts upon this con-7 

way of lever 7 and rod 8 a motion of gate 107 
1 in the direction of the arrow L, and thus an 
increase in air supply. The effect which the 

trol must preponderate to such an extent that 
. a decrease in carbon dioxide content, result 
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ing from this above-mentioned regulation,‘ is 
more than balanced by the surplus, in order 
to avoid an appreciable formation of carbon 
monoxide. 
' Simultaneously with the fuel also the feed 
water supply is mcreased by means of lever 
11 operating valve 146-in the direction of the 

'perheater to the steam 

5 

arrow S. This feed water control may also 
be brought about by connecting the gate valve 
to other points of the fuel control device, 
which serves for actuating valve 105. 
The control motion for in?uencing the 70 

amount of steam P transferred from the su- I 
enerator 102, and 

which control is exerted y valve 148, is de 
rived from the point d. At increasing fuel 
supply, the lever 12 and slide 148 are moved 
in the direction of the arrow at P, and thus 
the amount of steam transferred to the gen 
erator is increased. This quartity is still 
further increased if, at rising superheater 
temperature, the traveling nut 128 should 
rise in the direction of U’. This would again 
bring the 'superheating of the steam to the 
desired value. ' " - 

Instead of mechanically coupling the con 
trol effects exerted by the steam pressure and 
consumption, and by’ the carbon monoxide 
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and dioxide content of the ?ue gases, also . 
electrically, hydraulically or similarly oper 
ated devices may be used. 
The variation of the fuel quantity -B is 

brought about usually by varying the cross- ' 
sectional area of the fuel duct, sometimes 
also by apportioning the volume of fuel, for 
instance, by means of a worm or the like. 
In both cases. the degree of granulation 

of the fuel, or the varying heat value of dif 

JO 

ferent fuels, or the varying watercontents , 
or similar factors, may disturb the exactness 
of the fuel supply control, since under those 
varying conditions for the same amount of 
regulation of valve 105, different heating ef 
fects would be produced. Without addi 

100 

tional regulation to counteract these defects, _ . 
the desired normal steam pressure of the 
plant'would be considerably disturbed. In 
such cases, for instance, the point a of'lever 1 
would rise or drop until a change in heating 
effect is equalized by additional adjustment 
of the fuel supply B. Such change, how-v 
ever, according to the general arrangement 
heretofore described, would be desirable 
only at temporary variations of the heating 
effect, but not for permanent variations or 
changes as would, for instance, be brought 
about by using a granulated fuel ,of differ 
ent heating value. or having other /variables, 
previously mentioned. If, therefore, such 
changes in operation will last presumablyv 
for a longer period, the undesired variation. 
of the pressure can be largely prevented by 
deriving the movement for varying the fuel 
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amount B from a different point 7‘ of the one— ' I 
armed lever 3 (lever 3, as will be remem 
bered, is pivotally attached to the point (i 
in the center of Figure 10) . For this reason 
the point of application f is disposed in .a 
slot in lever 3, so- that it can be shifted to a 
certain extent. . . 

It is not of advantage to control‘ the fuel 
supply—besides' in dependency from the 136 
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I pressure-also in dependency from the steam 
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consumption during the ?ring-up period'of 
the plant. Furthermore, in _view of mains 
taining the apparatus, in particular the res 
sure responsive device, in as simple a orm 
as possible, and yet maintain the operation 
as exact as possible, it is of advantage to 
limit the range of this apparatus only within 
the operating pressures. For this purpose, 
the control of the plant by the pressure and 
by the steam consumption is entirely elimi 
nated during the ?ring-up, and restored only 
when a desired 0 erating pressure is at 
tained. This migiit be brou ht about by 
hand, or also automatically, y the steam 
pressure—preferably derived at the pressure 
responsive device. 

In high pressure steam plants, in which 
the steam is circulated by a pump and super 
heated during this circulation, it is advis 
able during the ?ring-up period to utilize 
a special ?ring-up regulating device while 
the normal controlling device is cut out. In 
such an auxiliary control device, the heatin 
effect might be regulated by varying the fue 
and air supply merely in dependency from 
the temperature of the steam, measured for 
instance at the end of the superheater. 
Since, however, during the ?ring-up under 
certain conditions the temperature in the 
middle of the superheater might be higher 
than at its output side, it is advisable to enlist 
for the ?ring-u control, besides, the tem 
perature effect erived at the middle of the 
superheater. In Figure 1, the cutting out of 
the normal regulation during the ?ring-up 
period is indicated by the dash and dot lined 
rod 5', through which is indicated that rod 
5 has been shifted from the point 9, at which 
it is located at normal operation, to the point 
9' (see also Figure 10). By this shifting. 
the effect‘ of the normal control by the steam 
consumption’ and pressure is removed, and 
the control of the fuel and air supply is ex 
erted solely by the vertical bar 13. which 
connects at t with the coupling bar 14, which 
couples the two thermostatic devices which 
are actuated respectively by the‘temperature 
at the output end of the superheater and in 
the middle of the superheater. By this ar~ 
rangement. the supply is decreased at rising 
temperature, when the points '0 and 10 de 
scend in the direction of the arrows. 

In the modification of the arrangement for 
shifting the control shown in Figures 4, 5 
and 10, the shifting from the firing-up con 
dition to normal operating condition occurs 
by shifting slide 38 fromthe limit position 
9’ into the other limit position 9. Of course, 
during the regulation at normal operation, 
control bar 13 still will perform vertical mo 
tions in accordance with the varying posi 
tions'which traveling nuts 131 and 135 may 
assume, but this motion has no effect upon 
control bar 5 for obvious reasons. 

Of course, also for this arrangement, other 
modi?ed forms may be substituted with 
similar effect. For instance, » the shifting 
from ?ring-up control to normal control may 
be brought about by hand or by:an electro 
magnet. by an electric motor, by a hydraulic 
servo-motor. or similar auxiliaryexpedients 
which come into function as soon as the de 
sired pressure has been attained inthe service 
imain. 

In the modi?cation according to Figure 10, 
the sleeve 38 is shifted by shifting frame 39 
in its bearings 41 by means of aupiston‘ 150 
which is disposed in a pressure cylinder 151 
connected with the steam conduit 112 by a 
ipe connection 149. This piston; is checked 

by means of control spring 152 which exerts 
a counterpressure equal to the desired pres 
sure at which the control should be shifted so 
that when this pressure is exceeded the shift 
ing of the control will take place. Piston 150 
is coupled with shifting bar 140 by means of 
a. coupling pin 153. which may be removed 
if desired, so that the control may be shifted 
by hand. a " 

Instead of the mechanical apparatus for iii 
dicating and utilizing the steam pressure and 
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steam consumption forthe control operations, I 
also an ordinary pressure gauge and one of 
the commonly used steam volume indicators 
may be used in connection with an electric ” 
O1‘ hydraulic distance transmission, whereby 
such indicators are coupled with each other 
only at the distant receiving point so that 
their combined function may be exerted with 
the same effect with which the direct me 
chanical coupling, shown in Figure 10, accom 
plishes this result. Also, in the measuring de 
vice shown in Figure 3, the position of the 
plunger 17 and of the rod 26 may be electri 

point and then the two effects can be combined , 
to 'bring about the same result which is 
brought about mechanically by the direct cou 
pling shown in Figure 3. During the dis 
tance transmission also, instead of the pro 
portional motion of the lever point a in‘ de 
pendency from the pressure, several other de 
vices such as compensation-over compensa~ 
tion—’and similar devices may be used by 
which the desired normal pressure is always 
obtained under any condition. 

In the modification shown in Figures 1, 3' 
and 10, the regulating path is'pro rtional 
to the pressure, and presumes accoa- ingly for 
‘each variation of the operating conditions 
which might affect the ressure. a de?nite, 
admissible, small variation of the pressure 
above or below the normal pressure which re 
mains until the causes for the change in the 
operating conditions are removed. 
So far as the idea involved in the invention 

is concerned, the transmission of the pressure 
variations for control purposes may be em 
ployed in similar manner for all other va 
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cally individually transmitted to a distant - ' 
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riable values, so that they may exert con 
trolling in?uences, such as the carbon dioxide 
and oxide indicator, thetemperature indi 
cator of the superheater. or the like. 
The forces in which the control is brought 

about may be transmitted in a particular sim 
ple manner electrically. and may be coupled 
together with the same e?lects which are 
brought about by the described mechanical 
direct transmission. 
A modi?cation of a proportional trans-unis! 

sion by means of an electric servo-motor is 
diagrammatically illustrated 1n Figure 6, for 
instance, for the purpose of transmitting 
the controlling e?ect of the carbon dioxide 
indicator. The servo-motor 139, which in 
Figure 10 mechanically moves the traveling 
.nut 140, operates in Figure 6 a contact shoe 
43 which slides over a group of contacts 44, 
and thereby through suitable connection of 

I this group with servo-motor 45 (not shown) 

I I3 GI 

compels this latter motor to shift a traveling 
nut 47, threaded on to motor shaft 46. along 
contacts 48, such that it will stop on the con~ 
tact element of group 48, which corresponds 
with a particular value of the carbon dioxide 
content. Of course, any other control device 

‘ capable of regulating the fuel or air supply, 

30 
may be operated by the traveling nut 47. 
A device by which the indications and re 

sponses of the steam volume indicator and the 
' steam pressure indicator are electrically trans 
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mitted and combined into a common resulting 
regulating motion, is- illustrated in Figure 9. 
The element a’ (corresponding to point a 

in Figure 1) and which is controlled in its 
motion by the pressure responsive device, and 
the element b’ controlled by the steam vol 
ume indicator, are each connected individu-' 
ally with a separate sliding contact 71 and 
72 respectively. The former passes over a 
resistance 73, and the latter over a resistance 
74. The two resistances are connected in 
circuit with a battery 75 and form a closed 
circuit therewith. The sliding contacts 71 
and 72 are connected by ?exible conductors 
77 and 78 with a magnet system 79. In this 
system an electric ?eld is produced by the 
current passing through it, in which ?eld the 
armature 80 rotates. This armature is con 
nected by means of an arm 81,with a control 
bar 2',‘which is suspended by a spring 82. 
This control bar 2’ corresponds with the con 
trol bar 2 in Figures 1 and 10. This arrange 
ment operates in the following manner. 

If one or both of the sliding contacts 71 and 
72 move towards the battery 75, the poten 
tial difference existing between the two con-' 
tacts increases. Accordingly, the electro 
magnetic ?eld produced in coil 79 increases 
in intensity and rotates armature 80 in the 
direction of the arrow. By this motion ver 
tical bar 2' is operated and the point 03’ is 
moved downward, the same as ppint d in 

7 

Figures 1 and 10, in order to actuate the 
control mechanism at that point. 
The controlling effects derived from the 

steam pressure variations. and from the vary 
ing steam consumption, represent to a certain 
extent a safety device, in so far as in case 
the steam consum tion‘ indicator should fail 
to properly functlon (for instance, in case 
point 6 should remain stationary), the heat 
ing is in?uenced alone by the pressure respon 
'sive device from the point a, which might 
then travel the greater part of the path I), 
which is ordinarily not used when both con 
trol devices cooperate. By the parallel guid 
ing of, for instance, the points a, b and c of 
the control gear, the proportional transmis 
sion of the motions of a and b to c is attained. 
There are, however, other modi?cations pos 
sible in which, for instance, the point 0 is not 
guided in. parallel to the paths traversed by 
a and b, but in such manner that the distance 
of point a from the point a, measured ‘on lever 
1, remains constant. \Vhile thus the move 
ment deviates from a linear one, the advan—v 
tage is obtained that the effect in the extreme 
end positions is intensi?ed, which might be 
of importance, for instance, in case the re 
sponse of the steam consumption indicator, 
should fail. , ~ 

All the above described individual devices 
for regulating the steam plant such as the 
pressure indicator, steam consumption indi 
cator, and all the others mentioned may also 
serve the purpose of optically indicatmg 
the changes of the values to which they re 
spond, such as the pressure or the steam con 
sumption or others, and they may even record 
these variations. In so using these devices, 
in addition to their other functions previ 
ously described, the commonly "employed 
electric distance transmitters may ‘be dls 
pensed with, because the existing movements 
of the indicators may be used directly for 
recording the particular’ values. 

If in such a plant a number of steam gen 
er'ators is installed, all of which deliver steam 
into a common service main, it is advisable 
to use only one regulating device for the 
steam-pressure and steam consumption, for 
instance, a device such as is shown 1n Figure 
3. Each generator ‘would in such case receive 
an automatic regulating system along the 
general lines illustrated in Figure 1, which 

' 1s designed so that the resulting path of the 
regulating elements, which respond to the 1 
pressure and steam consumption, and which 
are operated by’ the common regulator, ac 
tuate in each steam generator directly the 

int d of lever 3 respectively of lever 12 
(Figure 4) so that for each generator 9. con 
trol is brought about similar to- the ‘one 
shown and described with respect to the sin- _ 
gle generator, shown in Figure 10. If the 
operating conditions, and thus the out ut of 
the individual steam generators, vary or in 
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stance owing to the different sizes of the sev— 
eral generators, or the different construction 
of the plant such as, for instance, the di?er 
ent arrangements of the piping or the heating 
?nes or the like, it becomes necessary in each 
case to adapt controlling elements and mech 
anism to the particular character of the steam 
generator which it controls. For this pur 
ose, as is shown in Figure 8, the coupling 
etween the points f and g which, for in 

stance, in Figure 1 is effected by bar 4, is sub 
stituted by a lever transmission through bar 
59, lever 60 and bar 61, By, shifting the point 
of application'walong lever 60, the length 
of the regulating path can be adjusted in 
accordance with the prevailing conditions of 
the generator controlled by the particular de 
vice. 

It is also possible, as is shown in Fi ure. 
10, to adapt the control device to the ieat 
values of different fuels by shifting the point 
of application f on lever 3, and to adapt the 
general regulation of the steam generator to 
the output by shifting the point 00 on lever 60 
(Figure 8), both displacements being made 
by a common means which is actuated by one 
of the two devices. , 
Various modi?cations and changes may be 

made without departing from the spirit and 
the scope of the present invention, and I de 
sire, therefore, that only such limitations 
shall be placed thereon as are imposed by 
the prior art. 
What I claim is : 
1. A device for automatically controlling 

steam generators comprising a ?rst indicat 
ing control device for controlling and indi 
cating the steam pressure in said generator, a 
second controlling and indicating device, for 
indicating with a quadratic movement the 
rate of ?ow of the steam delivered “for con 
sumption, and means for transforming said 
quadratic movement into a linear movement, 
both of said devices being interlinked to 
regulate by their change of position the heat 
supplied to said generator, at least one in 
strument responsive to ?ue gas conditions, 
and means interlinking both of aforemen~ 
tioned control devices with said instrument 
for correcting the heat supply controlled 1) 
said two control devices in accordance wit 
prevailing flue gas conditions. 

2. In a device for automatically regulating 
steam generators, in combination an indicat 
ing instrument for indicating the steam pres 
sure in said generator, a measuring instru 

' ment for measuring the rate of steam sup 

05 

plied to the consumer, a control device adapt 
ed to regulate by its change of osition the 
quantity of fuel supplied to sai generator, 
and means for mechanically coupling the 
movements of said indicating and measuring 
instruments, comprising a coupling element 
connected at one point to one instrument and 
at another point, independent of the ?rst, to 
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the other instrument, and a link element con 
nected to a third point of said coupling ele 
ment and being also connected to said fuel 
control member for making the position of 
said control device dependent on the said in 
dicating and measuring instruments, at least 
one instrument responsive to the condition 
of the ?ue gases of said steam generator and 
means for connecting said last-named instru 
ment to said link element to render the posi 
tion of said fuel control device responsive 
to the movements of said indicating and 
measuring instruments and to said ?ue gas 
responsive instrument. - 

3. In a device for automatically regulating 
steam generating plants, in combination, a 
steam pressure indicator, a steam consump 
tion indicator. means for combining the 
movements of both indicators of these vari 
able plant operating conditions into a re 
sultant motion, a third device responding in 
its movements to a third variable operating 
condition which may exist in the plant, a 
coupling element for coupling the ?rst named 
resultant motionlwith the motion of said 
third device to produce a ?nal resultant mo 
tion at said coupling element, a control de 
vice adapted to regulate by its movements 
the heat supply to said plant and means for 
connecting said control device with said 
coupling element to operate said control de 
vice by said ?nal resultant motion. 

4. In a device for automatically regulating 
steam generating plants, in combination, a 
steam pressure indicator, a steam consump 
tion indicator, means for combining the 
movements of both indicators of these vari 
able plant operating conditions into a re 
sultant motion, a third device responding 
in its movements to a third variable operating 
condition which may exist in the plant, a 
coupling element for coupling the first named 
resultant motion with the motion of said 
third device to produce a ?nal resultant mo 
tion at said coupling element, a control de 
vice adapted to regulate by its movements the 
heat supply to said plant and'a variable con 
nection between said control device and said 
coupling element for operating said control 
device by said ?nal resultant motion, where 
by through said variable connection the effect 
of the ?rst resultant motion and of the third 
device motion-upon the ?nal control motion 
may be varied. 

5. In a device for automatically regulat 
ing steam generating plants, in combination, 
a steam pressure indicator, a steam consump 
tion indicator, means for combining the 
movements of both indicators of these vari 
able plant operating conditions into a result 
ant motion, a third device responding in its 
movements to a third variable operating con 
dition which may exist in the plant, a con 
pli element for coupling the ?rst-named 
resu tant motion with the motion of said 
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third device'to produce a ?nal resultantmo- from the combination of the-steam pressure 
tion at said coupling element, a control de- ‘and steam consumption indicator movements, 
vice adapted -' to regulate by its movements and a device responsive to the temperature of 
the heat supply to said plant and means for‘ the superheated steam, coupled with said 
connecting said control devicelwith saidcou— steam control device for correcting the actu- - 70 
pling element to operate said control device atlng by said last-named resultant motion in 
by said ?nal resultant motion, a device re- accordance with the superheated steam tem— 
sponding to the varying carbon-dioxide con- perature. , 
tent of the ?ue ases, a device responding to ' 8. In a plant for generating steam by 
the varying car on-monoxide content of the superheated steam, and having a circulating 75 
gases, means for combining said two re- pump forniéllpesuperheated steam, a device for 
sponses into a resultant motion, and means automat' ly regulating the operation of the 
for combining said last-named resultant mo: plant,/comprising a steam pressure indicator, 
tion with said ?nal resultant motion for cor- ‘1- steam consumption indicator, means for 
recting the influence of said ?nal resultant ‘combining the movements of both indicators 80' 
motion upon said control deviceinaccordance lnto a resultant- motion, a third, device re 

. with the variation in the ?ue gas'composi- sponsrve in its movements to temperature 
‘tion. , variations of the superheated steam, a cou 

~6_ In a plant for generating Steam (,by" phng element for coupling the ?rst-named 
.20 superheated Steam and having a circulating resu tant motion with the movements of said 85 

pump for the superheated Steam, 3, device for temperature responsive device to produce a 
automatically regulating theoperation of the ?nal resultant motion at said coupling ele 
plant, comprising a steam/pressure indicator, mellt, a C0ntr0l device adapted to regulate 
a steam consumption indicator, means for by its movements the heat supply to said 
combining the movements of both indicators plant, a variable connection between said con- 90 
of these variable plant operating conditions trOl device and said coupling element, where~ 
into a resultant motion, a third device re- by said control device can be operated nor 
sponding in its movements to a third variable mally by said ?nal resultant motion but 
operating condition which may exist in the whereby the control device may also be actu- ' 

30 plant, a coupling element for coupling the ated alone by said third temperature respon- 95 
?rst-named resultant motion with the motion SiVe device during the ?ring-up period of the 
of Said third device to produce 3 ?nal result, plant only in accordance with the steam tem 
ant motion at said couplin element, a con- perature in the superheater. 
'trol device adapted to regu ate by its move- 9. In aplant for generating steam by super 

35 ments the heat Supply to Said plant and means heated steam, and having a circulating pump 100 
for connecting said control device with said for the superheated steam, a device for auto 
coupling element to operate said control de- matically regulating the operation of the 
vice b said ?nal resultant motion, and a con- plant, comprising a steam pressure indicator, 
trol evice for the amount otsteam circu- a steam consumption indicator, means for 

40 lated by said pump actuated by the motion combining the movements of both indicators 105 
resulting from the combination of the steam into a resultant motion, a third device respon 
‘pressure and steam consumption indicator sive in its movements to temperature varia 
movements. " ' tions of the superheated steam, a coupling 

7. In a plant for generating steam by element for coupling the ?rst-named resultant 
45 superheated steam and having a circulating motion vwith the movements of said tempera- 110 

pump for the superheated steam, a device for ture responsive device to produce a ?nal re 
automatically regulating the operation of the sultant motion at said coupling element, a 
plant, comprising a steam pressure indicator, ‘control device adapted to regulate by its move 
a steam consumption indicator, means for ments the heat supply to said plant, a variable 

50 combining the movements of both indicators connection between said control device and 115 
of these variable plant operating conditions said coupling element, whereby said control ' 
into a resultant motion, a third device re- device'can be operated normally by said ?nal 

' sponding in its movements to a third variable resultant motion but whereby the control de 
operating condition which may exist in the vice may also be actuated alone by said-third 

55 plant, a coupling element for coupling the temperature responsive device during the ?r- 120 
?rst-named resultant motion with the motion ing-up period of the plant only in accordance - 
of said third device to produce a ?nal result- with the steam temperature in the superheat 
ant motion at said coupling element, a control er, and means operated by the steam pressure 
device adapted to regulate by its movements in the superheater for shifting said variable 

60 the heat supply to said plant and means for connection from said ?ring-up control posi- 125 
connecting said control device with said cou‘ tion to a position in which the ?rst named 
pling element to operate said control device resultant control motion, which is due to 
by said ?nal resultant motion, and a controlv steam-pressure and consumption, preponder 

_ device for the amount of steam circulated by ates as soon as the desired pressure of the 
~65 ‘said pump actuated by the motion resulting superheated steam is attained. 130 
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10. In a device for automatically regulat 
- ing steam generating plants, in combination, a 
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steam ressure indicator, a steam consump 
tion in icator, means for combining the move 
ments‘ of‘ both indicators of these variable 
plant operation conditions into a resultant 
motion, a third device responding in its move 
ments to a third variable operating condition 
which may exist in the plant, a coupling ele 
ment for coupling the ?rst-named resultant 
motion with the motion of said third device 
to produce a ?nal resultant motion at said 
coupling element, a control device adapted 
to regulate by its movements the heat supply 
to said plant and means for connecting said’ 
control device with said coupling element to 
operate said control device by said ?nal re 
sultant motion, and means for adjusting the 
extent of said ?nal resulting motion for nor 
mal plant operation to compensate for the dif 
ferent heat values of different fuels consumed 
in the plant. ,, 

11. In a device for automatically regulat 
ing steam generation plants in combination 
a steam pressure indicator, a steam consump 
tion indicator, means for combining the move 
ments of both indicators of these variable 
plant operation conditions into a resultant 
motion, a third device responding in its move 
ments to a third variable operating condition 
which may exist in the plant, a coupling ele 
ment for coupling the ?rst-named resultant 
motion with the motion of said third device 
to produce a ?nal resultant motion at said cou 
pling element, a heat supply ievice and a heat 
control device for controlling said supply de 
vice, means for connecting said control device 
with said coupling element for actuating said 
control device by said ?nal resultant motion, 
and hand operated means for disconnecting 
said heat supply device from its control de 
vice and for controlling it by hand, and means 
for visibly indicating the extent of the con 
trol of said supply device during automatic 
as well as during hand control. 

> 12. A device according to‘ claim 3 having 
an auxiliary indicating device connected with 
the steam consumption indicator and means’ 
controlled by the pressure and temperature of 
the consumed steam for varying the ratio of 
motion between the consumption and the aux 
iliary indicator causing the latter to indicate 
the rate of steam consumption in weight units. 

13. In a device *for automaticall regulat 
ing steam generators, in combination an in-> 
dicating instrument for indicating the steam 
pressure in said generator, a measuring in 
strument for measuring the rate of steam sup 
plied to the consumer, a control device adapt 
ed to regulate by its change of osition the 
quantity of fuel supplied to sai generator, 
and means 'for mechanically coupling the 
movements of said indicating and measuring 
instrumentscomprising a coupling element 
connected at one point to one instrument and 
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at another point, independent of the ?rst, to 
the other instrument, and a link element con 
nected to a third point of said coupling ele 
ment and being also connected to said fuel 
control member for making the position of 
said control device dependent on the said in 
dictating and measuring instruments, the con 
nection of said link elements to said coupling 
element being adjustable, to permitthe pre 
ponderance of the movement of one or the 
other instrument upon said link element. 
In testimony whereof I a?ix my signature. 

STEPHAN LoFFLER. 
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